Abstract Bituminous binders as organic materials are prone to aging mainly by oxidation. Aging changes the viscoelastic behavior of the material over time towards higher stiffness and brittleness. FTIR has been increasingly used lately to investigate impacts of oxidative aging on the chemical structure of bitumen. Especially the carbonyl and sulfoxide bands are affected by aging and commonly used to describe changes due to evolving oxidation of a binder. However, spectra obtained from FTIR can be analyzed in fundamentally different ways and the analysis method applied to a spectrum has an impact on the gathered results and especially on the repeatability and sensitivity with regards to oxidative changes. For the presented study, two bituminous binders, a PG 64-16 and an SBS modified PG 76-22 PM were aged by RTFO and PAV and subsequently measured by FTIR. The obtained spectra (up to 90 individual spectra per aging state) were analyzed employing various methods using either the original or a normalized spectrum, a band maximum or integration based calculation of indices from an absolute or tangential baseline. By analyzing the coefficient of variation of the different analysis methods, it was found that not all analysis methods exhibit the same repeatability and sensitivity. From the findings of the study it can be recommended to work with normalized spectra, use an absolute baseline and work with integration of areas for index production in favor over band maximum based methods.
Introduction
Bituminous Binders extensively used in asphalt mixes for construction of pavements are mainly obtained from further processing of residuum of crude oil during refinery process. This material is well-considered as a very complex organic matter since it is composed of a large number of hydrocarbons and other elements (mainly O, N, S, and traces of metals). The physical properties of bituminous binder, including its response to applied stress or strain, are highly temperature, time, and rate dependent, and thus, it is classified as a viscoelastic substance for mechanistic analysis [1] [2] [3] . From a chemical point of view, bituminous binders are highly sensitive to environmental non-load related actions, mostly oxidative aging [4, 5] . The oxidative aging of asphalt binder occurs in two periods: in short-term during mix production while mixing binder and aggregates at elevated temperature (between 140 and 200°C, depending on binder type); and in long-term when an asphalt mix is in service over time in a pavement structure. Although mechanism of aging of bituminous binder is very complex, its consequences on physical and mechanical properties of binder are wellunderstood. Under sufficient supply of reactive oxygen species (ROS), the oxidative aging reaction causes the bituminous binder to become stiffer and more brittle, mostly agreed to be upon increasing association among polar components of binder. While the rheological behavior of bitumen and its change with aging, on the macro-level, has been extensively studied in the last decades [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and sophisticated models have been developed to describe the complex behavior of this material [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , the chemical composition of bitumen, its changes with aging, and in-depth analysis of its impact on the mechanical behavior, is still subject to studying [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and intrigue many researchers in chemistry, and civil materials engineering fields.
Several methods have been examined to analyze the chemistry of bituminous binders including the Corbett chromatography, Gas or Gel Permission Chromatography, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), etc. Amongst these techniques, FTIR has been increasingly used lately to investigate changes in the chemical composition due to oxidative aging. Recent FTIR devices do not require large and environmentally controlled lab space because of their compact design, require very small amount of sample for testing, and are time and cost efficient [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . In general, the objective of infrared spectroscopy, as in FTIR, is to gain information on how much a given sample absorbs light (i.e. infrared radiation) at a certain wavelength range. Mid infrared radiation (400-4000 cm -1 ) excites vibrations of molecules which depend on their environment. Every linear and non-linear molecule has 3N-5 and 3N-6 normal vibrations, respectively; N is the number of atoms in this molecule. Only those vibrations are prone for infrared absorption where the dipole moment is changing due to the atomic movement. For this case, the energy of a photon is in resonance with the energy difference between a vibration ground level and the first excited vibrational state. The photon is canceled and the fundamental vibration is excited. This way, transmission absorption spectra can be recorded. However, for materials with extremely high absorption coefficients like bitumen, there is the inherent problem that the transmission is very low or impossible and thus the signal to noise ratio is unacceptable low. Reflectance spectroscopy provides remedy, since the radiation is reflected at the outer surface of the sample. Reflectance spectroscopy is accessible in three modes: diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier spectroscopy (DRIFTS), ranging angle infrared reflectance spectroscopy (RAIRS) and attenuated total reflectance (ATR). DRIFTS demands a powdered sample and relies on the particle scattering and refraction. RAIRS needs an absolutely plane film and highly specialized sample preparation. Thus, only ATR is the method of choice for bitumen. For ATR, an evanescent light wave is attenuated due to the resonances of molecular vibrations situated in the interface between the sample and a crystal of high refraction index (ZnSe, Cs, Si or diamond).
For spectra analysis derived from FTIR, different groups of molecular bounds can be unambiguously distinguished at different, well-defined wavelengths of an absorbance spectrum by characteristic band maxima (local maxima in the spectrum) [35] .
For bituminous binders, especially those structures associated with oxidative aging, i.e. uptake of oxygen, have been in the focus of attention in research. Changes in these chemical groups can then be correlated to changes in the rheological properties and allow for a better understanding of chemomechanical coupling [36] .
For analysis of the obtained spectra, different approaches can be used. Spectra can be used in their original form and they can be normalized prior to analysis, respectively. It is possible to either look at single values from absorbance band maxima or to consider a range of wavenumbers by integrating the area below an absorbance spectrum around a certain band. In addition, the basis for obtaining the value can either be an absolute one (absorbance value of zero) or a relative one, i.e. a tangential base line.
Objective and methodology
The objective of this study is to give a recommendation on, which of the different methods for spectra analysis to use in order to obtain highly repeatable results for changes in the oxidative structures of bituminous binders upon aging. In addition, the recommendation take into account which of the analysis methods gives most sensitive results, i.e. which method is able to detect small changes in the chemical structures due to oxidation with high precision. To reach this goal, the following methodology is applied: [39] ) to dissolve and remove any remaining binder and acetone to remove any remaining solvent, a small mass of preheated binder was taken by a spatula and then applied directly onto the FTIR optics. To make sure that the sample was in direct contact with the optics throughout the analysis, a paper spacer was applied on top of the sample and a constant pressure was applied to the paper spacer by the holding arm of the device. The spectra were measured by a Bruker ALPHA FTIR Spectrometer with a Platinum ATR that holds a diamond ATR module. Thus, the spectra were recorded in reflective mode from 4000 to 400 cm -1 at a resolution of 4 cm -1 averaging 24 scans for each measurement. The sample was carefully removed from the optics using a spatula, followed by cleaning the optics again with the solvent and acetone before applying the next sample.
10 individual samples of the PG 64-16 were analyzed by FTIR ATR for each state of aging. For each of these samples, 9 individual spectra were recorded. Thus a total of 450 spectra were employed for this study, 90 spectra for each state of aging. For the PG 76-22 PM, 5 individual samples were analyzed for each state of aging to validate the findings of the PG 64-16. Again, 9 individual spectra were recorded for each sample, resulting in 45 spectra for each state of aging.
All spectra were analyzed to obtain information on changes in the chemical composition by oxidative aging. Therefore, changes in the carbonyl and sulfoxide groups were taken into consideration.
Spectral analysis approaches
To assess different ways of FTIR ATR spectral analysis, three basic approaches were systematically combined and compared.
(a) Spectra were looked at with or without further normalization. In case no normalization was applied (=original spectra), the data from oxidized groups were analyzed relative to a reference group. The aliphatic group (symmetric and asymmetric bending vibrations around 1460 and 1376 cm -1 , respectively) is commonly used as a reference group, since it is anticipated that these structures are stable and not affected by applied aging procedures [40] . In case of normalization of the spectra prior to analysis, the asymmetric stretching vibration at of the aliphatic structures 2923 cm -1 was taken as the basis for normalization. For normalization, the absorbance value of this band was set to 1.0 and the complete spectrum was multiplied by a ratio factor. The normalization is based on the equation below:
with a norm (w), normalized absorbance spectrum as a function of wave number w; a(w), original absorbance spectrum; a(2923 cm -1 ), original absorbance value at the reference band at wave number 2923 cm -1 . Both approaches, one based on original spectra with reference groups and the other one with normalized spectra are based on the idea to remove any variation in the absorbance spectra due to a variation of the IR beam penetration between samples, which would bias further interpretation of results.
(b) The considered structural groups were then either looked at by band maxima or integration analysis. For the band analysis, just a single absorbance value of the band maximum of a certain group is taken into account. For the integration analysis, the area below the absorbance spectrum around a peak is considered. (c) For both cases, band and integration analysis, the basis for band height or integration area can either be the absolute base line at an absorbance value of 0, or a tangential approach can be taken. For the tangential approach, a relative base line is chosen for each band in a way that the relative base line approaches the spectrum in a tangential way.
An FTIR ATR example spectrum (original and normalized) indicating all considered structural groups and showing examples of base and tangential band and integration analysis is presented in Fig. 1 . It shows the spectrum of an RTFO ? PAV aged sample.
From the three basic approaches described above, eight different ways of spectral analysis can be obtained and were considered for this research. They are summarized in Table 1 .
The following parameters are defined for the different analysis approaches: 
with a(w), absorbance value at wavenumber w; a norm (w), normalized absorbance value at wavenumber w; w u,i , upper wavenumber limit for structural group i; w l,i , lower wavenumber limit for structural group i; PB i , band maximum from absolute base line for structural group i; PB norm,i , normalized band maximum from absolute base line for structural group i; IB i , integrated area from absolute base line for structural group i; IB norm,i , normalized, integrated area from absolute base line for structural group i, and
with w max,i , wavenumber of band maximum for structural group i; PT i , band maximum from tangential base line for structural group i; PT norm,i , normalized band maximum from tangential base line for structural group i; IT i , integrated area from tangential base line for structural group i; IT norm,i , normalized, integrated area from tangential base line for structural group i. The structural groups i can be the carbonyl group (C=O), the sulfoxide group (S=O) or the reference group (ref).
For each of the derived spectra the following 8 indices were calculated:
Since for each aging state, 10 individual samples were analyzed with 9 spectra per sample, a total of sample size of 90 data items were derived for each aging state. Mean value (MV), standard deviation (SD) and coefficient of variance (CV) were calculated for each index. 
Analysis of PG 64-16 samples
The upper and lower wave numbers for the structural groups of PG 64-16 were defined as follows:
• Carbonyl: 1666-1746 cm -1
• Sulfoxide: 924-1066 cm To analyze the changes in carbonyl and sulfoxide index in more detail and depending on the applied analysis method, Table 2 shows the carbonyl index for all aging states and all eight analysis methods in terms of MV and SD.
In general, all analysis methods agree that the carbonyl index continuously increases with aging. For the three PAV aged samples with different aging duration, it seems that the increase follows a linear trend. Those methods that use the absolute base line (''B'') for analysis purposes exhibit a carbonyl index even for the unaged binder state. This of course is an artificial effect since no peak is actually visible in the spectra. The effect can be prevented when a tangential base line (''T'') is used. Indices from these methods also confirm the visual analysis that hardly any carbonyl structures are produced upon RTFOT aging, since the index is small to negligible for RTFOT samples.
Analysis methods that use the same baseline approach and same index (band maximum or integration) and differ only in terms of spectra (original vs. normalized) show congruent evolution of indices with aging (e.g. compare IBR with IBN). The difference between methods is the scale. The integration based Most of the statements made for carbonyl index in Table 2 can be transferred to Table 3 , which shows the sulfoxide indices for all methods and states of aging. However, the evolution of the sulfoxide index with aging is different. All analysis methods agree that RTFOT aging leads to a reduction in sulfoxides, the reduction can be most prominently seen for the tangential based methods (ITR, ITN, PTR and PTN). All four absolute baseline based methods are consistent in showing that the sulfoxides increase rather linearly with increasing PAV aging time, whereas the tangential based methods show a minimum for 40 h PAV aging. This could be a biased effect from an inappropriate choice of wave length limits. However, a parametric study in which these limits were systematically varied showed no effect of the wave length limits on the principle trends.
Repeatability
To investigate and rank the repeatability of the eight considered analysis methods, the coefficient of variation (CV) or relative standard deviation was used as a benchmark parameter. The smaller the CV is the smaller the scatter of results (in terms of standard deviation) relative to the mean value of a sample. Thus, a small CV correlates with a high repeatability if the sample size is large enough. In this case, the sample size n is 90 for each binder sample, since 90 spectra were analyzed per binder from 10 individual samples per binder. Table 4 contains the CVs for all aging states and analysis methods for the carbonyl index in the upper part of the table and the sulfoxide index in the lower part of the table, respectively. The CV is given for each aging state with the exception of the unaged state of carbonyl index for the four methods using the tangential approach. For these four methods the mean value of the carbonyl index is too close to zero to calculate sensible CVs. In addition, the tables contain the mean CV for a method considering all aging states. Bold numbers in the tables show the smallest CV for a case. The row highlighted grey shows the analysis method with smallest mean CV. For both, the carbonyl and sulfoxide indices, the smallest CV, i.e. best repeatability can be found for the integration and absolute baseline based method when the original spectrum is taken into consideration (IBR, 3.0% for C=O and 1.6% for S=O) and for the band maximum and absolute baseline base method when the normalized spectrum is considered (PBN, 4.8% C=O and 2.7% S=O). However, the BPR method and the IBN method show only slightly higher mean CVs.
The methods based on integration from a tangential baseline show the worst repeatability for use of original and normalized spectrum (ITR and ITN) .
The findings can be underlined by a theoretical consideration of error evolution with increasing number of data points. Considering that e is the error attached to one measurement, i.e. one data point in the absorbance spectrum, the error attached to the average of n data points is the error (standard deviation) divided by the square root of n. The higher the number of data points n taken into account is, the lower is the resulting error. Applying this concept to the considered analysis methods, the following number of data points is taken into account by for each option of the methods:
• P: 1 data point, i.e. the band maximum • I: n data points, i.e. number of data points between lower and upper wavenumber limit for integration • B: n data points, i.e. the absolute base line between lower and upper wavenumber limit • T: 2 data points, i.e. the two limits in the absorbance spectrum used for tangential methods.
Since the repeatability analysis was carried out separately for methods using original (R) and normalized (N) spectra, these two options are not taken into account for the error consideration. Assuming further that n is considerably larger than 2, methods IBx (n ? n data points) should exhibit the smallest error (smallest CV, best repeatability), followed by methods ITx (n ? 2), PBx (n ? 1) and PTx (1 ? 2). This is partly confirmed by the CV values in Table 4 . IBx methods are among the smallest CVs in every case. However, ITx methods show highest CVs in all cases. It seems that methods based on tangential base lines (T) are more sensitive to errors in the tangential end points when combined with integration (I) rather than with band maxima (B).
Sensitivity
To investigate the sensitivity of different analysis methods to changes in the carbonyl and sulfoxide index, a sensitivity index (SI) is introduced. For this SI, only data from PAV aged samples is taken into account. It is assumed that the change in the carbonyl and sulfoxide index can be approximated by a linear regression that links the index with the PAV aging duration. Figure 3 shows an example for the IBN, the carbonyl index on the left and the sulfoxide index on the right. The larger the slope of the linear regression and the smaller the mean CV for a given analysis method is, the more significant are changes in the index and thus, the more sensitive is the given analysis method. The sensitivity index is therefore defined as follows: Table 5 sums up the SI for the carbonyl index and the sulfoxide index, respectively. The table contains the slope of the linear regression, the coefficient of determination of the regression R 2 , the mean CV and the calculated SI. The rows highlighted in grey show the analysis methods with highest sensitivity.
For both indices, the highest sensitivity is derived for the integration and absolute baseline based method on normalized spectrum (IBN, 1.76 for C=O and 4.57 for S=O). Using the original spectrum, the most sensitive method is the band maximum and absolute baseline based method for C=O (PBR, 0.048) and the integration and absolute baseline base method for S=O (IBR, 0.061).
Since none of the tangential baseline based methods for the sulfoxide index show a linear correlation between index and PAV aging duration, these methods are not considered for sensitivity analysis. 
Bold numbers show the highest sensitivity for a case. The rows highlighted in grey show the analysis methods with highest sensitivity Figure 4 shows examples of FTIR spectra from PG 76-22 PM in all states of aging. In addition, the dotted line on the bottom of the diagram shows the FTIR spectrum of the unmodified PG 64-16 sample. Again, the increase in oxidation with aging in the carbonyl and sulfoxide areas is visible for the SBS modified sample. In addition, two further peaks are marked in the spectra, which are characteristic of SBS modified samples: at 699 cm -1 the styrene band and at 966 cm -1 the butadiene band is visible. Especially the butadiene band needs to be taken into consideration since it interferes with the sulfoxide band. Thus, the wavenumber limits for the sulfoxide area have to The full set of results (mean values and standard deviation) for all aging states and applied analysis methods can be found in Table 6 for the carbonyl index and in Table 7 for the sulfoxide index, respectively. Table 8 presents the CVs of all analysis methods for the carbonyl and sulfoxide indices, respectively. In line with the results of the PG 64-16 (Table 4) , the most repeatable method using original spectra is the IBR method, followed by the PBR method. When using normalized spectra, the most repeatable method is the PBN method, followed by the IBN method. And similar to the PG 64-16 binder, the worst repeatability can be found for the ITR and ITN methods. Table 9 contains the results of the sensitivity index according to Eq. (7) for the PG 76-22 PM. For the carbonyl index, the results validate what has been shown for the PG 64-16 sample above. Using original spectra, the PBR method shows the highest sensitivity to changes in the carbonyl index due to aging. For normalized spectra, the IBN method is the most sensitive one. The coefficient of determination R 2 is above 0.95 for all applied methods. Thus, a linear correlation between increasing aging time in PAV and increase in oxidative structures is obvious.
The situation is more complex for the sulfoxide index. For none of the methods, a linear correlation between sulfoxide index and PAV aging duration can be established. The coefficient of determination is below 0.35 for all cases. This is in contrast to the PG 64-16 results where strong linear correlations were found for the methods using the absolute baseline. The most likely explanation for the difference between PG 64-16 and the SBS modified PG 76-22 PM is proximity of the sulfoxide (1030 cm -1 ) and butadiene (966 cm -1 ) bands. As shown in Fig. 4 , both peaks interfere and thus, a separate analysis of both structures does not seem to be possible in case of SBS modified binders. For this reason, the sulfoxide index of PG 76-22 PM is not taken into consideration for the sensitivity analysis.
Summary and recommendations
This study works towards recommendations on how to analyze FTIR ATR spectra from bituminous binders with high repeatability and sensitivity in terms of changes due to oxidative aging. Two binder samples, a PG 64-16 and an SBS modified PG 76-22 PM, were aged by RTFOT and PAV for 20, 40 and 60 h and FTIR ATR spectra were taken from the unaged and all aged binder samples. For each aging state, 10 individual PG 64-16 samples were analyzed in FTIR and 9 spectra were taken for each sample. Thus, 90 spectra were available for analysis for each aging state. For validation purposes, 5 individual PG 76-22 PM samples were analyzed in FTIR with 9 spectra per sample. Eight different analysis methods were taken into consideration. The methods work either with the original or a normalized spectrum, absolute or tangential baseline and use a band maximum or integration based index. The spectra were analyzed in terms of changes in the carbonyl and sulfoxide bands, which are considered as the main structural changes due to oxidative aging. To assess the repeatability of each analysis method, the coefficient of variation (CV) was taken as a benchmark parameter. To study the sensitivity of the different analysis methods to changes in the carbonyl and sulfoxide index, a sensitivity index was introduced. This index is based on the slope of the linear regression of the carbonyl/sulfoxide index versus aging duration in PAV and the CV of each analysis method. Based on the findings, the following recommendations can be given:
• In terms of repeatability, the methods based on original spectra using the absolute baseline show the smallest CV and thus the best repeatability. This is true for both, the carbonyl and sulfoxide index. For methods based on normalized spectra, again, the ones using the absolute baseline produce best repeatability. Both, approaches working with band maxima and integration are equally repeatable.
• In terms of sensitivity, the integration based method with normalized spectrum and absolute baseline show the highest sensitivity to changes in the carbonyl/sulfoxide index. Based on sensitivity considerations, no method based on tangential base line can be recommended.
• These conclusions based on the unmodified binder results have been validated and are supported by the SBS modified binder results, with one exemption: Due to the proximity and thus, interference between the sulfoxide and butadiene band, the analysis of changes in the sulfoxide structures seems to be biased by the SBS modification.
Thus, for future analysis of FTIR ATR spectra of bituminous binders to investigate changes in the oxidative aging, it is recommended to work with normalized spectra, use an absolute baseline and work with integration of areas for index production in favor over peak based methods. This study is limited to laboratory aged binder samples using aging methods that trigger oxidative aging. Field aging under real climate conditions is by far more complex since other effects, most prominently UV radiation and moisture, affect aging behavior of bituminous binders. However, laboratory aged binder samples were employed in this study due to the controlled environment throughout the aging procedures.
To further validate the findings of this study, the next part of the research should include a round robin study including multiple different laboratories using different devices. This way, urgently needed information on reproducibility of FTIR ATR working with bituminous binders could be gathered as well. Also, a study including field aged samples is planned as well, to transfer findings from lab to field.
